Beginners Mono
1. Beside The Cathedral

Mariusz Matuszewski

1st place

Boy sitting to left of tree, lead in railings from L to R. Top middle R, round gridded window of
cathedral.
The boy gives the picture a purpose rather than it being an architectural image. In this case the fact
that the boy is looking the way he is adds mystery to the story.

2. Science Centre

Helen Morning

Tight cropped image ref title. Traditional from steps of tower. Light from (R) sky lighter than left
above science centre. Hotel is a stopper, sepia toned.
We look at a record of a time in the Science Centres history. As presented the image requires more
space around the building with some localised dodging and burning is required i.e. sky.

3. Selfie With The Dinosaur

Mariusz Matuszewski

2nd place

Family of 3. Girl boy mother. Latter taking selfie of group infront of skeleton between pillars, options
for many crops.
A vignette of family life and the latest fad of phone selfies. Set against a backdrop of a dinosaur
skeleton gives an interesting story line. More space required at rear of the beasts tail.

4. Pied Piper Helen Morning
Highly commended

Sepia toned portrait of male with hat and glasses, wearing a gillet, white shirt and tie in a crowded
street. Males R&L visible out of focus.
Street photography and candid photography is unpredictable as to what surrounds the main subject.
Post processing may need critical attention to detail.

5. Photographer

Mariusz Matuszewski

Ctr to coastal image is subject with the shadow of the railing as lead in through the boy taking the
picture of the photographer .
Question for the viewer, does the club photographer know the subject and was the placement
within the shadow’s pre-planned.

6. Rose

Helen Morning

Commended
As title the red rose in a square format with water droplets. Highlight (R) needs to be removed or
darkened.
The rose is dark and mystical, the water droplets shows promise. (Lighting is also important in this
style of photography).

7. Renaissance Impression With Balustrades Mariusz Matuszewski
3rd

Hanging light T/L. Leads to balustrade where light comes from (R) D/A opposite corner landing which
takes you down stairs B/L on wall carving.
Well thought out architectural picture in that you are led through the building.

